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After an investigation into harassment charges filed against
the university, Grand Valley Housing Director Richard Hanke has
been asked to step down.
“When I was hired, I committed to five years, and I stayed for
nine,” Hanke told the Grand Rapids Press. “I’ve decided to seek
other opportunities.”
Actually, Hanke was asked to resign following the discovery
of a relationship he was involved in with a 22-year-old graduate
student
Following the investigation, Hanke and Dean of Students Bart
Merkle “agreed it would be best (for Hanke) to resign," said
Merkle.
Merkle learned of the relationship when the woman filed a
harassment complaint with the college under the discriminatory
harassment policy through the Affirmative Action Office. She was
reportedly having problems with an immediate supervisor, who
told her she was an embarrassment to the residence hall
The woman was moved from head resident of Living Center
I to a clerical job and is planning to transfer from Grand Valley.
The charges against Hanke were dropped on Feb. 8 when he
announced his resignation. Hanke will leave Grand Valley in June
and Andy Beachnau, who is currently associate housing director,
will serve as interim director.
Still, the administration is keeping tight-lipped about the
details.
“I’m really not going to get into the specifics of all that,” said
Merkle. Neither Hanke or Beachnau would comment on the
situation to ihcLarthom , and the entire housing staff was instructed
not to speak with the Lanlhorn.

Development of new
closing policy contiunes
by Greg Reed
Staff Writer

Z>

The Student Senate passed a proposal Thursday, Feb. 17, to
revise the school’s current class closing policy. The proposal,
drawn up by the Student Senate Community Affairs Committee, is
in response to questions posed by Vice President Ronald
VanSteeland.
The first of these questions regarded whether or not the
university draws the line on when to close.
The next issue in question was the current policy stating that
classes and events must be canceled three hours before they are
scheduled.
Finally, the Senate was asked their views on professors who
cancel classes when the university remains open, inquiring if
punishment is necessary.
Vice PresidentofCAC, Nelson Aquino, feels that the university
does not determine when to close at appropriate times.
"The university assumed too much risk and has failed to
consider the interests and safety of the students of Grand Valley
State University,” Aquino said.
He added that the current policy, closing three hours before

Nelson Aquino listens intendy as the Student
Senate debates the new dosing policy.

Pho«o by Roy Knnz

classes are scheduled, conflicts with the current deadlines of 7 a.m.
for closing morning classes and 3 p.m. for evening classes.
Aquino also stated that the CAC feels that strict punishment of
professors is “unproductive and conducive to animosity." He
added that there is no comparable way to punish students for
missing classes.
Aquino then outlined CAC’s recommendation towards revising
the policy.
The first issue was the closing or canceling warning deadline.
Aquino staled thata two-hour deadline, as opposed to three, would
not be in conflict with class times. Since morning classes begin at
8 a m , the dradlinr would be 6 a m , with a 10 am . deadline for
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Harlem minister speaks of ethics,
love, and pride in Black history
Martin Luther King J r, W.E.B. DuBois, Langston Hughes, Ida B.
Wells, Sojourner Truth, and Adam Clayton Powell Jr. who fought
for civil rights.
“Whatever we do, we’ve always done not just for one, but for
The 4th annual Men’s Day Luncheon was held Feb. 18 in the everybody,” said Butts.
In relation to challenges that face America, Butts spoke on
Promenade Dedr of the Kirkhof Center.
According to Grand Valley student Bernard Charles, mas ter of brotherhood and sisterhood, education, and liberation.
ceremony for the event, the theme of the luncheon was “The Time
“It seems that each generation is getting weaker in the face of
Is Now.”
the changing society in which we live,” said Butts.
Attending this event were students and faculty of Grand
According to Butts, those changes are advanced
technology, growth
Valley; pastors from
in culture, and the
churches in the
liberation
of
Grand Rapids area;
women.
students from Henry,
“Something is
D ickenson,
happening. I have
A lexander,
and
been
unable,
Davenport schools;
brethren,
to
and Grand Rapids
pinpoint it. I can't
Job Corps students.
give you the exact
ReverendCalvin
time or date yet. But
O. Butts IH, pastor of
it seems as if in the
Abyssinian Baptist
nation of ours...too
Church, H arlem ,
many o f us have
New York, was the
b e c o m e
key note speaker.
comfortable with
Butts, a native of
becoming morally
New York, received
bankrupt,” said
his D octor O f
Butts
Ministry in Church
Moreover, he
and "Public Policy
stated the loss of
from
Drew
morals and values
University. He is a
and the growth of
crusader for the fight
materialism
to eliminate drug and
to
Photo by Bob Cooley contributes
alcohol abuse. In Reverend Calvin 0 . Butts III relating his powerful experiences in a
violence,
poor
Harlem, he continues moving speech on Friday in the Promenade Deck.
economics, politics.
to implement programs to uplift the black community.
In his speech, he discussed the evolution of Black History as
it relates to the growth of America.
“We pause to celebrate the history, the culture and the traditions
of African people. Let's pause and give tribute to the contributions
of Africans in America,” said Butts.
According to Butts, African-Americans have historically helped
build America through labor, industry and war.
“This is my country. ‘My country ‘tis of thee/ sweet land of
liberty/of thee I sing'... This may be the land of the pilgrim's pride
but it is also the land where my fathers died, so let freedom ring,”
said Butts.
He made reference to African-American leaders, such as. Dr.
afternoon classes, and a4p.m. deadline for evening classes, which
begin at 6 p.m..
CAC also proposed that professors must inform their department
of cancellations at least one hour before the scheduled starting
time. In addition, it was proposed that the professors urge the
students to telephone their department to confirm class.
The current closing policy states that the university will close
“in case of extreme emergency caused by impassable roads,
violent weather...or other conditions seriously endangering the
health of students, faculty and staff.”
CAC proposed the following set of standards to determine
when classes and events are canceled:
• Conditions of streets (are they drivable)?
• Reports from snow removal crews
• The forecasted snow, sleet or freezing rain and the present
accumulation
• The decision of other colleges
• Ottawa County/Michigan State Police warnings
• Temperature: forty degree below windchill is hazardous to
skin if exposed for more than five minutes
Although some of these factors are considered by administration
in determining when to close, it is not stated in the current policy.
Dr. Paul Plotkowski, director of the School of Engineering,
had an insightful comment. He noted that each department has only
one person answering the phones, and too many students calling in
to check on cancellations might tie things up.
That is what makes CAC's final recommendation an excellent
proposal. It calls for the adoption of a Grand Valley weather
information line. The line would play up-to-date taped messages
about the open/closed status of campus. The switchboard and
departments would only need to be called for certain situations.
Aquino said that be has seen this weather information line in
use at other universities, and it has proven beneficial.
Aquino,Senate President Len VanPopering, and VanSteeland
will meet in the near future to present the proposal

and disrespect
“I'm arguing for a moral base in our community. I’m arguing
for a sense of history that recognizes who we are as a people of
God."
“Yes, the time is now to pull ourselves together, to put our arms
around each other as Americans, to begin to push away those
things that separate us, and to lift up again the great plights of our
nation,” said Butts.
At the end of the ceremony Butts was awarded a plaque on
behalf of the Multicultural Center and Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
in recognition of his achievements as a role-model.

Huso by Roy Knnz

President Lubbers steps out
President Arend D. Lubbers shakes hands with Student Senate Vice
President o f CAC Nelson Aquino at the Student Senate reception.

GVSU professor
discusses sabbatical
c
b ^ J u r tM e u i

:

S u ff Writer

:

The history of Mexico's Mayan
Indians and the present day Zapatista
rebellion (Interwoven into a discussion
of textiles) were brought to life by a
GrandValleyState University English
professor.
Laura Vander Broek, a Fulbright
scholar who recently returned from
the Mexico state of Chiapas, shared
her experiences and insights with about
30 people Feb. 7 in the conference
room of the Cook-DeWitt Center.
The Fulbright Program, which was
started in 1946, is an international
educational and scholarly interchange
between the United States and other
countries. Vander Broek worked with
English language teachers at the
University of Chiapas during her visit,
but it was the textiles of the region that
captured her interest
"Weaving and clothing, especially
for the women, become an expression

S tu d en t Senate N e w $
f

o f cultural identity," she said.
T raditional costum es are worn
commonly and are symbols of the
people's communities.
The Maya express their view of
the cosmos through their weavings,
Vander Broek said. The diamond
shape, which can be found in carvings
dated 700 AD., symbolizes the unity
of earth and sky. The toad, which is
sighted at the beginning o f the rainy
season, is considered a symbol of
fertility and of replenishing the earth.
Spanishconquistadors invaded the
area in the 16th century, Vander Brock
said. “In the weavings we can see
some of the symbols from the influence
that Christianity imposed.”
An interpretation of a monkey
motif, according to Vander Broek, says
that after the flood, God saw there
were some people who had survived
that weren’t repentant. When asked
how they had survived, they replied
they had climbed the highest mountain
and ate berries and nuts. God told
them to look behind them, and as they

b t Alaa BabMt
------- Suff Writer '
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President Arend D. Lubbers
visited with the Student Senate
Thursday in a reception before the
organization’s weekly meeting in
the Portside Room.
Then during the meeting, he
thanked the Senate for their
lobbying efforts for the increased
state allocations that the university
is hoping to receive. Lubbers said
that with the funds he wants to
provide students some tuition relief,
make faculty additions to

%

departments where the student/teacher
ratio is not the greatest and improve on
an already good student placement
office.
The Senate voted to deny the
Engineering Club’s reserve fund
request for $12,745. The group wanted
to buildasolar-poweredcar to compete
in a national competiition in Seattle,
Wa.
After intense discussion and a few
budget requests were lint-itemed out
of the plan, the Senate eventually voted
against the entire measure.
Senate President Len VanPopering
announced that Salt-n-Pepa would not
be coming to Grand Valley after all.
Land reform is part o f the reason
for the rebellion, she said, along witha
need for improved roads, clinics and
electricity.
“How can we watch our children
dieofcurablediseases,” Vander Broek
quoted. Small clinics have opened in
the past decade, she said, but haven't
been properly staffed.
The presentation was sponsored
by the L atin A m erican Studies
Program, which is hosting a series of
faculty presentations this semester.
-1— H U H

did tails formed. They were then
banished to the forests as monkeys.
There are about a million people in
Chiapas and four distinct Indian
languages whose roots are in ancient
Maya. The culture is very different
from what is perceived of Mexico,
Vander BroeksakL. It is a mountainous
region with rugged terrain and
traditional thatched-roof mud homes.
Erosion has become a problem due to
deforestation and the land is not very
fertile.

LOOKING FOR R SUMM6R JOB?
W e have full and
part-time
positions available
beginning M ay 1 (or
sooner) to August 29 (or
later). Earn $4.25 plus
$0.35 per hour bonus.

CHECK our

U D IT IO N S

G rS h d ^ e w ^

^ o d g e , Golf &,
Tennis Club
On GuKLake, Brainwd. MinnwoU

Jobs available include Bartending, Dining Room,
Housekeeping, Pro Shop, Convention Services and
Front Desk. Experience preferred. Housing is
available. For more information, call Paul at

1-800-432-3788

For actors & actresses.
Jester Prod, are having auditions
for a great comedy film.
Feb. 26, 1994
8:00a.m. - 11:00a.m.
In the media studio
downstairs in the Kirkhof.
For additional info, contact Leonard Jones

The musical group is no longer
available for a concert on the days
Sound Spectrum origninally had
scheduled.
VanPopering said he appointed
a three-member committee to look
at the housing needson campus. He
said that the group will look at four
main areas: (1) Are there any
problem s?; (2) How are the
facilities?; (3) Is there any current
needs?; and (4) Does there need to
be any new projects built? The
committee is supposed to turn in
their report to the Senate Cabinet on
March 23. Senator Chris Varga
was named as chair.

0

Clim ate results
expected soon
f

byCanudLofMs
------ Stiff Writer

" 1j

The final resultsof the women’s
Climate Study can beexpected soon,
according to Student Senate
President Len VanPopering.
“The Grand Valley State study
began in the summer of 1991 and is
in its final stages," VanPopering
said.
Dr. U rsula Delworth, who
conducted the study, attended a
GVSU Student Senate meeting
where she gave a brief explanation
o f the process, according to
VanPopering. She also stated that
this Climate Study is the largest
study ever done in any university in
the nation.
It has drawn a lot of national
attention, according to Delworth.
“President Lubbers will present
the final results at a speech to the
university any day now ,” said
VanPopering. “The Student Senate
eagerly awaits the results."

895-3784/5345
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N ew GVSU
Clothing Arrivals
Com e and see!!

895-2130

Grievance procedure under revision Hope's Student Senate
_by CaruMi LWtis
— - Staff Writer

9

W ith the addition o f three
independent achoob at Grand Valley
S tate U niveraity, the Executive
Cotnmittee o f the Senate b reviewing
the G VSU grievance procedure.
According to Donald William*,
professor o f anthropology/sociology

and Chair of ECS, the three new
autonomoua schoola-the School of
Nuning. School of Education, and
SchoolofSocialWork-haveaslightly
different grievance procedure than that
ofGVSU.
Asiti* stated in theGVSU catalog,
academic grievances are generally a
three- or four-step process. With the
new schools, the procedure is a twostep process.
According to Williams, an issue
being looked into is the right of faculty

Week Ending 2/13/94
Criminal Sexual Conduct
Robbery
Breaking and Entering
Assault
Stalking
Larceny
Receiving and Concealing Stolen Property
Parole Violation
Warrant Arrest
Credit Card Fraud
Attempting to Elude a Police Officer
Malicious Destruction of Property
Indecent Exposure
Traffic Accidents
Drug-Related Offenses
OUIL/DWI
Minor in Possession
Transporting Open Intoxicants
Hit and Run
Driving While License Restricted/Suspended
Restricted License
Harassing/Obscene Phone Calls
Campus Trespass
Speeding/Other Traffic Offenses
Juvenile Offenses
Attempted Suicide
Medical Emergencies
Mutual Aid Incidents
Total Offenses/Situations Handled

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
J>
16

Total*
0
0
1
1
1
6
1
1
3
1
0
2
1
28
2
1
2
1
7
1
0
1
1
3
1
1
15
2
84

•Total For Winter Semester, 1994
•CORRECTION: The Total Offenses/Situations Handled was incorrectly
listed as 69 in the February 16th edition oiTheLanthorn. The correct number
for that issue is 68.
* Former Grand Valley student and Laker football player Fred Price will
be in Ottawa County’s 20th Circuit Court April 18 for a pretrial hearing.
Price was arrested in connection with an alleged breaking and entering at
Grand Valley Apartments that occurred in November of 1993.

to file a grievance against a student.
The current procedure does not allow
the faculty member to appeal the
decision of the hierarchy.
“There are a few faculty members
that have brought this issue to the
Senate, so it’s being looked into,”
Williams added.
A ssociate
Professor
of
Communications Alex Nesterenko,
who also sits on the ECS Board, said,
“The institution is reviewing the
grievance process to make it clearer
and mere available to the students.”
According to Nesterenko, it takes
a long time to go through the entire
process. He said, “The evidence must
be there.”
Usually a grievance is handled at
the first step, sometimes at the second
step, but usually it is worked out by
then, Nesterenko added. “In die ten
yean 1 have been here, there has been
only three to five major grievances in
the Communications Department.”
Nesterenko said students pursue
the grievance process when they feel
slighted, b ut he noted th at the
relationship between faculty and
students has changed dramatically over
the last 20 yean.
He said that a decade ago, the
faculty and students were united for a
common cause. “There was a spirit of
cooperation and there wasn’t all the
preoccupation with grades that there is
today. You didn’t hear students say, ‘I
didn't get an A, I got a B’.”
He also said that a student’s goal
should be learning and experiencing
life, not just what grade they receive.
In turn, he added that the faculty owes
it to the students to tailor the class to
make learning and experiencing
achievable within the given time.
According to Dean of Arts and
Humanities Forrest H. Armstrong, the
reason for the low numbers of major
grievances could be thatitis handled at
the first stages, or that some students
might figure, “Why fight city hall?"
He added, “All grievances are taken
very seriously."

shares ideas with GVSU
a

-by Dan Moore
" Staff Writer

Hope College Student Senate
members visited Grand Valley State
University last Thursday, Feb. 17 in
participation of a Senate exchange
program with GVSU.
The program, which was run
this year by GVSU Senator Jamie
Ryder, was organized to discuss
different issues and familiar ideas
between the two campuses.
“Hopes are that we will create a
friendship with Hope. We can learn
how they have handled issues in
troubled times and learn how they
have handled issues that are similar
to what we have encountered,” Rider
said.

Last year GVSU participated
in a similar program with Calvin
College. Future exchanges may
include Western Michigan.
“We picked up some new ideas
about their budget and how they
have dealt with their administration
in similar issues,” Ryder said. “They
learned quite a bit from us also. They
took ideas that they were interested
in implementing and brought them
up at their Senate meeting.”
A recent state conference was
held in which universities and
colleges across the state learned of
what others are working on and how
it may have a place on each campus.
A national conference will be held
this summer.

Board of Control m eets
r ~
V

by Alan Babbitt
Staff Writer

E ngler to speak at com m encem ent
President Arend D. Lubbers announced at Grand Valley State University's
Board of control meeting Thursday at the Eberhard Center that Michigan
Governor John Engler will be the keynote speaker at the 1994 winter
commencement ceremony on April 30.

L ife-Sciences com plex update
Vice-President for Finance & Administration Ronald VanSteeland updated
the board on the progress o f the building of the new Life Science complex on the
Allendale campus. He said construction was a little behind schedule due to
extremely cold weather in January and February.

New housing and food service fees approved for fall
The Board also approved the housing and food service fees for students
living on-campus starting the fall semester of 1994.
Students living in the three residence halls will have to pay $2,030 for a room
and board on the 19-mealplan. Those who choose to go on the 21-meal plan will
pay $1,983. Both figures are up $65 from last year’s charge.
Living center residents will see an increase of $65 as well for the cost of
living on campus. The rate for 19-meal plan is $2,220; the 12-meal plan is
$2,175. Ravine Apartments will see no increase in the cost of rent._____ _

Next week: some of the best of GVSU student writing!

Funny Business Presents

■■■ ! * » n c n
r tllf n w u i

MYSTERIES
ON

CAMPUS

America's
Favorite

WHO DONE IT?
100% Audience
Participation Show
WIN CASH PRIZES
T-SHIRTS
SQUIRT GUNS
Don't M iss All The
Fun And
Excitem ent
A M U R D E R IS A B O U T T O H A PPEN ...
Saturday Feb. 26
7:00 p.m. NRG Basement Kirichof

New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm
Starting March 29
Please phone 241-6335 for m ore information
about life saving plasma donations

Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (C om er o f Burton)
New Plasma Donors will need

Donors are compensated for

legal picture ID and social

their time, $15.00 your first

security card if address on ID is

donation and $17.00 for

not current. Please bring

your second donation in the

evidence of current residence.

same week.
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The Winter Olympics—
a three-ring media circus
2
C
z>
c
by Sfcaae P. Szalal
Staff Writer

Unfortunately, it seems an event covered as extensively as the Winter
Olympics acquires a bogus sense of ultra-importance. In the grand scheme
of things, who wins a medal is virtually meaningless, especially when people
are losing their lives every day. It is not an exaggeration to n i l it a “media
circus.”
One ring in this circus is the Nancy Kemgan-Tonya Harding conflict. Or
perhaps the Kerrigan-Harding Media Field Day.
Why is Nancy Kenigan’s injury such a big deal? Without doubt, it was
tragic, unfortunate, and should not have happened. But she is fine now. After
all, she was only hit in the knee. How many people have been murdered in
Detroit since she was assaulted there so many weeks ago? I don’t know
because we hear more about Kerrigan's well-being than seemingly anything
else. Again, why?
Worst o f all, however, is that the all the attention given to the KerriganHarding conflict has overshadowed other, much more important, issues—
the war in the Balkans being only one of them.
I noticed another ring o f the circus while I was watching Olympic skating
with a friend Wednesday (Feb. 16), and we saw the female half of a German
pain skating duo fall and split her chin open. It was a terrible thing to watch.
My friend said, “That’s terrible!”
I agreed. I didn’t say, “Maybe it is terrible, but it isn't terribly
consequential. What about the 68 children, women, and men killed in a
mortar attack on Sarajevo a few Saturdays ago? Now that was terrible.”
Such comments put a quick end to conversation, or, if not, make for a
rather morbid conversation. But maybe I'm a morbid guy, because 1thought
it.
Why do most people think that the skater falling (She had to get three
stitches and, save some pain, is fine.) is so terrible and will talk about it for
weeks to come, while the mortar attack on Sarajevo is long since forgotten?
People are probably dying there even as I write this (I mutt be morbid).
Yet another ring o f the circus deals with the fact that the Winter
Olympics were held in the war-tom city of Sarajevo in 1984—just 10 years
ago.
I refer to this ring as the Lillehsmnier-Sarajevo Connection. In actuality
it is a false connection, as the former city seems to try ineffectually to
compensate for not doing anything to affect real change in the latter.
In an attempt to compensate, the people of Lillehammer have built a
memorial to the city of Sarajevo and set up a charity called Olympic Aid to
raise money for aid to its people.
This attempt to help the people of Sarajevo is, quite bluntly, too little, too
late.
The Olympic community and the people of Lillehammer seem to be
wanting to rid themselves of guilt for not having done something sooner,
rather than actually doing something for the people living in Sarajevo.
Anyone can donate money to Olympic Aid. Why not do something to
end the war that is destroying Sarajevo rather than form charities?
“What else can we do?” they would likely respond.
Not much, I concede.
I wrote an editorial several months ago proposing that Clinton had done
nothing about the war in the Balkans because if he did something and it failed
he would be open to more criticism than if he did nothing.
I admitted that I had done little up to that point but write the editorial, but
since have written my representative in Congress, urging him to do what he
could to get the U.S. to do something. That letter has obviously proven
ineffectual, as the U.S. has not done anything other than issue threats (thus
far only empty ones, but Clinton's latest might stick) to the aggressors.
Maybe this is all the U.S. should do. Who knows?
Nonetheless, undoubtedly our representatives would have to take more
notice if they received more letters. Perhaps letters to our leaders would be
more effective than donating money to charities, perhaps not
Either way, I urge you to do something.
Doing nothing will not improve history's judgement of Clinton if
Sarajevo continues to be blown to bits. Neither will its judgement of us— if
we do nothing—be pleasant.
But who cares what future historians say?
If this is your attitude, how about caring for the thousands that have
already died in Sarajevo because we have as yet done nothing?

Wise guys or is there an Eco in here?
Though I hate to give away the
ending to a good mystery, I will. All
thevictimsinUmbertoEco’smedieval
detective story The Name o f the Rose
were killed because they discovered a
dangerous secret: humor is important.
Jorge,asour old monkfiercely devoted
to defending his comfortable world,
had put poison on the pages of a
particular manuscript so that all who
readitwoulddie. In the end, Jorge eats
the book’s pages himself. The fanatic
dies, but takes with him the only
existing copy of Aristotle’s treatise on
comedy. Sony to ruin a great book
(andmovie!)foryou,butIhaveapoint
to make here. Jorge left Aristotle’s
guides to science, metaphysics, logic,
rhetoric, drams, ethics, and politics for
his society-but not a word from the
Philosopher on humor.
Jorge at le a st understood
something that many people miss
altogether: humor is a powerful thing
in social discourse. His problem was
that he feared it. Jorge would have us
learn Aristotle’s belief that reason is
an essential human capacity. He would
rather we not know that laughter is, as
well. Because he loved reason so
completely that he had no room for
humor, Jorge became a monster. E ar's
fictio n al detective, W illiam of
Baskerville, ultimately refers to Jorge
as the Antichrist, and cautions his
young companion: “Fear prophets,
Adso, and those prepared to die for the
truth, for as a rule they make many
others die with them, often before them,
at times instead of them.”

The
b e st
p o litician s,
commentators, and reporters use reason
to reveal falsehood for what it is, and to
guide others toward truth. Great
novelists, poets, and playwrights use
their art to explore the depths o f falsity
and the heights o f truth that lie hidden
within each of us. Where these angels
fear to tread, though, it is left to fools-to humorists—to rush in with their big
pants, red rubber noses, and pointing
fingers.
When blindly prejudiced, brutal,
diabolical, or zealously stupid people
bring their ideas to the public stage and
threaten to take over, they are often
immune to the powers of reason and
a rt Humor is a powerful weapon
against such people, whose only
vulnerable spot may be an overblown
sense o f their own importance. It is
often the only weapon effective against
those so drunk with reason or art that it
makes the rest of us stagger. A wellplaced banana peel will bring them
down in a way no argument can. Could
a David Duke or a David Koresh really
emerge unscathed from a CNNbroadcast encounter with a whoopee
cushion?
Much humor is sophomoric, and
does not aspire to such noble heights.
Likewise for much art and argument
though—especially that produced by
sophomores. It seems unwise (and, by
the way, contrary to the basic purposes
of an educational institution) to
immediately squelch efforts in these
directions when they threaten to go
overboard. Jorge should have been

Thaws and blahs of February
Winter is still with us. Two Fridays
ago was sunny and, at 28 degrees,
almost thawing. I took advantage of
this break in the weather to run through
the car wash. It felt good to get the
sludge, mush, and crud flushed off.
My wife said, “I’m glad you had such
a good time at the car wash, John; but
next time take the car.”
Friday morning I had an early

breakfast at Grand Haven’s famous
French restaurant. The Rendezvous.
While I was eating I watched one of
“Dick's" tow trucks towing one of
“Dick’s" tow trucks. When you witness
a tow truck towing a tow truck, you
know it is a hard winter.
Then Pennsylvania Phil, the
official groundhog, saw his shadow
and so will hide for six more weeks.

Kelly Parker
Philosophy
more reasonable about comedy.
The clowns are silly, but they are
not usually stupid and don’t remain
sophomoric for long. Tucked inside
those big pants, next to the seltzer
bottlesandshaving cream pies, they're
packing these words from William of
Baskerville: “Jorge did a diabolical
thing because he loved his truth so
lewdly that he dared anything in order
to destroy falsehood . . . Perhaps the
mission of those who love mankind is
to make people laugh at the truth, to
make the truth laugh, because the only
truth lies in learning to free ourselves
from insanepassionforthe truth.” The
clowns, you might say, are great
defenders of Eco-logical integrity.
Nyuk-Nyuk-Nyuk.

John Batchelder
Political Science
thus prolonging winter. As I watched
that still fat, dumb beast hibernating in
my TV set I warmly remembered how
we used to shoot groundhogs back in
the good old days down on the farm.
I have been told that there is a sure
fire cure for the February'blahs'. The
cure's generic name is 'March'.

Delta Zeta sets the
record straight

Senate overreacted to Harpoon letter

The lockstepped lackeys of cases the reason for restriction is strictly
Mediocrity, Homogeneity and Political commercial. Coca-Cola, for instance,
Correctness have run roughshod over doesn't want its trademarks bandied
theGadfly, trampling that which would about without proper attribution for
dare tweak the nose of authority and fear of dilution of the brand name.
imbue our numbing existence with even
Institutions restrict the use of their
the merest spark of wit and irreverence. logotype, especially com pany
And rightly so, for the Gadfly had the letterhead, for reasons of security. In
gall to misappropriate the symbols of essence, the use of an institutional
authority for the vulgar purposes of letterhead confers a certain level of
waggery and amusement, causing veracity and authority to whatever
confusion of Haigian proportions as to message is contained on the letterhead.
who is truly in control. But rest easy. The letterhead makes the author an
The landowner toadies have made the officer of the institution. I believe that
I f ta tto o in g o r b o d y -p ie r c in g , b e su r e to
valley safe once again for lemmings,
this is the logic behind the publication
sheep and other mindless herd animals guidelines breached by The Harpoon.
g o to a p r o f e s s io n a l e s ta b lis h m e n t
by plucking the purse from the fly and And 1 don't think that it was the
I just read your informative article
the person him or herself that end up rendering its sting impotent.
intention of the parody to violate the
on first-hand accounts o f body piercing just horrible. Both of these body
And so it goes, back to the cud.... spirit of the rule.
and tattooing. With these body
adornments are art forms and take much
I am referring, of course, to the
As for the allegations of forgery,
modifications entering the mainstream,
skill and knowledge of the body to be recent controversy involving the use no reasonable person would mistake
it is important for those considering
performed properly. It cannot be of Grand Valley State University’s the palsied scrawl at the bottom of the
having them done to know as much as
emphasized enough that one should go logo in a parody tun by The Harpoon. ersatz declaration of war for the genuine
possible about the procedures. I am
to a professional to consult first and The facts of the matter are simple. signature of Arend Lubbers. In
the proud owner to many tattoos and
then have it perform ed by a According to published reports. The addition, the crime of forgery requires
numerous piercings and am lucky
professional. There are some very Harpoon used the logo without the an intent to defraud on the part of the
enough to have started my collection
good tattoo studios in Grand Rapids university's explicit permission in forger. Since the alleged forgery
by going to professionals. The two
alone. Magnum Tattoo and the Amulet apparent violation of the GVSU
appeared in publication dedicated to
articles in the Lanthorn were a good
are two of them. For tattoos, there is publication guidelines. In addition, satire, parody and humor, only a fool
introduction to the experience of also an offshoot of Magnum Tattoo on the parody also included a crude
would conclude that forgery had
getting tattooedor prerced, but it should Leonard street, ss well as the Tattoo facsimile of GVSU President Arend occurred.
be made common knowledge that the Gallery. Spectrum Tattoo, and Fine D. Lubbers’ signature. All the parties
I believe that the only conclusion
two places these reporters went to are Line Tattoo. As far as piercing goes, involved agree that there was a
that a reasonable person could reach
professional establishments. I have there are two professional studios, the technical violation of the rules. But regarding the whole episode is that it
seen many tattoos done by “scratchers” Amulet and 47 x 11. These aren’t does the punishment, specifically the
was a joke! It was a simple attempt at
(basically anyone not working in an shameless plugs, but information revocation of The Harpoon's funding, hunxv, parody, satire, or whatever you
established studio with professional everyone should know, since these fit the crime? I don't think so.
want to call i t There was no malicious
equipment and experience) and ninety - places will perform a safe, professional
Most institutions have rules and or fraudulent intent on the part of the
mneoutof ooehundred end up infected, tattoo or piercing. Besides going to a restrictions regarding the use of their writer.
or just plain screwed up. I have also professional, the other necessary point logotype, trademarks, servicemarks
The reaction by certain members
seen piercings done by friends or by
P im m see TATTOO, p j
and other graphic devices. In roost
Please see LETTER, p S

The sisters of Delta Zeta Sorority
would like to clear up the
misinformation printed in the February
2nd issue of the Lanthorn. The article
was titled, “Inside GVSU fraternities
and sororities." Greek organizations
give a lot to Grand Valley such as
numerous volunteer hours, many
leadership positions, and members of
many other GVSU organizations.
Some of the information printed was
correct, but some was completely
wrong.
Delta Zeta Sorority is based on
true and lasting friendships. Our
members are involved in many other
campus organizations, leadership
positions and most hold jobs/
internships. Delta Zeta prides itself on
following our International, GVSU.
and State laws. We have been
recognized by the university as Sorority
of the Year 1989, 1990, 1992 and
1993. We have also been recognized
as Pride of the Province, the topchapter
in Michigan and Canada, in 1992 and
1993. Grand Valley's Delta chapter is
one of the top chapters in the nation.
We have received silver awards for
our risk management, standards,
activities
program m ing
and
outstanding executive officer
reporting. C urrently we have
volunteered over 3500volunteer hours
last semester.
Delta Zeta is involved in an
organized Panhellenic rush. During
this time, those women interested m
joining a sorority get the chance to
meet all of the organizations and find
the one that she feels comfortable with.
After tush, a new member of Della
Zeta will have a 6-week new member
period. This allows the member to
leant about the sorority history, and
Please see DELTA ZETA, p J

ever meant to be, a line on someone's
resume. I had a short talk with one of
the senators last semester and asked
him, “Did you join the Senate for
personal enhancement, or for the good
o f the university as a whole?” His
response: “A t first I did, but after
having been in it for a few years, I
would have to say, I’m in it now to help
out Grand Valley as much as I can.”
How? By pulling funding for a
paper probably more popular that the
Lanihorn, and certainly more popular

A wake-up call to the Student Senate
Dear SenatorsI ■

I realized, after reading page 1 of
the February 9 issue o f the Lanihorn,
that you ate operating under a few
miaconceptions. I think it is time they
are cleared up, once and for all.
First, you are nowhere as important
as you think you are. The only .reason
you still exist u a group is because no
one else has thought to formally
question why you are here. You are
not necessary. After all is said and
done, you are more a coalition of
secretaries than a decision making
group of any power. The only time
anyone pays attention to you is when

LETTER,
fro m p . 4 -------------------------------of the Student Senate, however, smells
of bushieague politics. It is a classic
case of the button-down geeks versus
the grunged-out freaks, and the geeks
seem to have the upper-hand this
decade. IqucstionwhethertheStudent
Senate is representing the interests and
opinions o f their constituency.
According to some (adm ittedly)
informal polling I have conducted, they
do not. Most of the people I have
talked to feel that The Harpoon was
hosed. To me this indicates that
personality played more of a part in the
Senate’s decision than the question of
ethics.
I think it sad that irreverence, wit
and harmless rebellion are held in such
low esteem by the current student body
that few felt compelled to rise to the
defense of The Harpoon. I guess we
deserve what we g e t Pass the white
bread, please.

budget time comes around.
Second, you are not representative
ofthestudentpopulationasawhole. If
you were, you would have increased
the funding for The Harpoon after
President Lubbers admired the “War
issue.” ‘Tit obvious you are more
interested in what you personally think
is good for the people of the campus
than what actually IS good for the
campus. To quote Senator Ogne “It is
obvious that the students on this campus
want this (TheHmpoon) publication.”
So why did you freeze funding? Isn't
this just a bullying tactic to try to gain
recognition for your organization?
Third, the Senate is not, nor was it

TATTOO,
from p . 4
to make is to seriously think about
what it is you want to g e t A piercing
is semi-permanent; you can always
tike it ouL But tattoos are permanent

Parking a problem, ramp good idea
Editor's note: The following letter is in response to an editorial entitled
"Parking on campus unorganized, irritating," which ran in the Feb. 16 issue
o f the Lanihorn.
Here, here! I know how you feel about the parking situation on campus.
I feel the same way, and I’m glad to see your article (hot that the big cheese
will take action).
I live close enough to campus now that I think it would be easier to walk
to school instead of drive since I usually have to park just about as far away
as I live.
Unfortunately, most don't have this luxury.
Many times while walking on campus I would envision a parking
structure 3 or 4 stories high. It's a good idea, and heck, as long as they are
spending $40 million on that science building, why not drop a couple million
in for adequate parking?

(not to mention more respected) than
the Senate newsletter distributcd at the
south door of the Kirkhof center? Not
terribly good PA .
Finally, a response to Senator
Gardner, who stated in the Lanihorn
“[We] had to set a precedent It would
have made us weak if we didn't freeze
[The Harpoon funds].”
You think you are strong now?
Then why is the staff of a satire
newspaper giving you so much grief?
In the future, I suggest you study

John Winkelman
The opinions expressed in The
Lanthorn are not necessarily those
of The Lanthom staff or of Grand
Valley State University.
The Lanthom welcomes letters from
readers on subjects of interest to the
campus community. Letters to the
Editor must not exceed 500 words,
and should be typed, double spaced,
signed, and include the telephone
number of the writer. Names may be
withheld only under special
circumstances. The Lanthom
reserves the right to edit letters for
style, length, or content. All letters
become property of The Lanthom.

and removal techniques aren't as
simple as they sound. Do your
homework. There are plenty of
publications available on the subject
(although why they end up next to the
girlie magazines I can’t figure out).
Remember that a tattoo is for life, but
can also be a wonderful work of art in
the right hands, and a piercing can give
a lot of pleasure (believe me, I know)
ifdonebyaprofessional. Whenyou’ve
given it a lot of thought, or if you are
stuck and don't know where to go,
contact one of these places, inspect
their sterilization standards and photos
of previous work, and then leave the
rest up to them. After it is done, the
ball is bade in your court, since cleaning
and aftercare is your responsibility.
They will make sure you know exactly
how to do this. Enjoy!
Bob Kopperl

Jim Sullivan

politics before trying to use them. I
would recommend TheArt afW ar, but
it doesn’t have any pictures.

Letters to the Editor may be
dropped off in The Lanthom office
located on the lower floor of the
Kirkhof Center, or should be sent to:
Grand Valley Stale University, The
Lanthom "Letters to the Editor'',
One Campus Drive, Allendale, MI
49401. The Lanthom's phone
number is 895-2460; Fax 895-2465.
The Lanthom is
published weekly, and is
funded in part by Grand
Valley State University's
Student Life Fee.

The Lanthom

John Shupe
DELTA ZETA,

fro m p J -------------------------------policies.
Every organization has academic
standards that their members need to
uphold. Delta Zeta requires a 2 5
G J*. A. topkdge andbecome initiated,
the highest academic requirement on
this campus. Every member must then
maintain a 2 3 G.P.A. The article also
stated that members from Greek
organizations involved in any illegal
activity will be expelled. I am glad to
say that this statement is correct and
action would be taken by any Greek
Organization. When it comes to
Chapter meeting, there is no alcohol
present Delta Zeta is not allowed to
have any alcoholic socials, meetings
or other events. Delta Zeta, along with
other Greek organizations, pride
themselves on having popular non
alcoholic socials.
Delta Zeta International policies
state that a member is not allowed to
consume alcohol, smoke, chew gum
or swear while wearing Delta Zeta
letters. It was stated in the article that
members of Delta Zeta were expected
to attend three meetings a week. There
are only one to two mandatory meetings
a week that members are to attend. As
Delta Zetas we are very proud to wear
our letters and receive the honors that
we earn.
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Respectively the Sisters of Delta
Zeta,
Jennifer Dowling - President
Gwendolyn M. Shick - College
Chapter Director
Margaret Cole - Financial Advisor
Susan Chapman Derridivger Alumnae Advisor
Beth Abbs, Jennifer Audet, Tina
Blank, Sue Boucher, Molly Corbin,
Kelli Donigan, Karen Dood, Lisa Fisk,
Amy Friday, Amy Hinsley, Gretchen
Hagstrom, Lori High, Carrie Hill,
Aimee Hosek. Laurie Jason, Kourtney
KiWinger, Nicole McConnell, Stacey
Mahoney, Tracey Morrison, Robin
Moiver, Lor Neaumann, Roxanne
Nutter, Jennifer Parker, Kelly Poll,
Nicole Phillips, Dawn Pratton, Emily
Ramey, Jessica Rice, Jennifer Richter,
Lisa Rogers, Michelle Roselip, Misty
Saultm an, Aneka Schott, Katie
Sechrist, Stacie Shirley, A m e Simon,
Susan Simla, Heidi Skiba, Melissa
Skiers, Becky Slusher. Marilyn Sorita,
Nicole Spooner, Stacia Sprecken,
Amber 1111011, Amy Trapp, Tana Tufl,
Shannon Valliere, Amy Vandenbcrg,
Vicke Vaneste, Michelle Van Plew,
Trisha Walston, Rayleae Wide, Nicole
Zrelaatowaki
Zofaro

VISA
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The power's in Juan W illiam’s pen

“For me it’s emotional stuff, and when Page A w ard from W ashingtonI think aboutmy kids, I think ofwanting Baltimote Newspaper Guild and an
Williams had been working at a pupoaeinlifeislo follow the traditions to ensure that they get a first-class award from Educational Writers of
medium-sized paper in Philadelphia of the storytellers. Through his stories education. I can’t tell them who or America.
“It lead people to understand the
Newt Editor
while earning his BA from Haverford he wants to empower people and make what to be, but you want them to find
nature
of the crisis in public schools in
something
they
are
excited
about.”
them
understand
where
they
come
from
College, he doubted whether or not he
Williams said he feeIs that through the city, and to me that was essential
It started when be,was (rowing up would find full-time employment u a and where they have yet to go. In
work, and th a t's te rrific,” said
in Manhattan with the sports pages. reporter after graduation. Woodward short, he smd he wants to be a resource his writing he can make a difference.
Williams.
“My
power
is
in
my
pen,”
said
for
the
people
on
issues
that
matter.
and
Bernstein,
reporters
for
the
His mother would bring the p q x r home
Will isms fed s he has more than
One such issue for Williams is that Williams.
to him e v a y day alter work, and he Washington Post, had just uncovered
proven
himself, but he said that many
He
said
that
many
schools
now
of
children
in
poverty.
He
said
that
it
the
transgressions
of
Nixon
and
other
would spent hours reading i t He then
use his book Eyes On The Prize in the minorityjournalists still feel frustrated
literally “drives him nuts.”
started reading the other sections of Washington elites in Watergate.
“It’s just horrific to think that you classroom to help today’s youth grasp with the system at times. The absence
“Everybody w anted to be a
the paper and developed an interest in
politics. He beam ed to one day cover journalist They were hiring people are in asociety, andyoudon’thave any the meaning and historical importance ofminoritieainpositionsofpower.the
the stories that mattered, meet the sports from smaller papers to work in the money, and you’re isolated,” said of the civil rights movement The simple inability to express what one
heroes he worshiped, and ask the mayor larger papers. They weren't going to Williams. “It’s as if we sre becoming magazine article he wrote about really wants to say, and the absence of
the one important question that some take someone who was 21 years old," a more divided society and to me that Thurgood Marshall during the renown minority journalists at most American
justice’s last days is widely quoted in papmarejustafewoftheircomplaints.
destabilizes America.”
said Williams.
reporter
had
According to Williams, minorities
His mother and father, descendants academic circles, and a piece he did on
H is lucky
forgotten to ask.
make
up eight percent of the P o st's
Blade
Republican
Clarence
Thomas
o
f
Caribbean
slaves,
worked
on
the
break
came
Juan Williams,
w hen
he Panama Canal during the early 20th before his appointment to the Supreme newsroom, which he said is a high
now 39, is an
com pleted an century. According to Williams, the Court, had tremendous impact in black number nationally. However, he notes
editorial writer,
that the District o f Columbia is 70%
internship with labor was arduous, but “it was an leadership circles.
colum nist, and
Said Williams, “I think in many black, and its surrounding suburban
the Washington opportunity for employment,” so they
W hite
House
P o st, and the couldssve to give their children agood ways, it lead to Thomas being the man areas are between 20 to 25% black.
correspondent for
Williams said he may not get to do
jap er asked him education, too. Williams, whoae father he is now.”
the W ashington
all
the
things he wants to do because of
He
also
said
that
he
takes
pride
in
died
just
a
few
weeks
ago,
will
always
to
stay
on.
P ost. He is the
a series of articles about public schools his color, however, he instead focuses
remember this sacrifice.
Another
author of Eyes On
“It’s such a thing to give your for the Pott “that really transformed on the fact that he is there to make a
struggle,
The
P rize:
according to father’s eulogy, because you start to the way the town thought about the difference.
A m eric a 's C ivil
“I tend to thinkof it in terms of my
W illiams, was see things over the long-run, schools and what was going on there.”
R ig h ts
Years.
Please see PEN, p . 7
striving not to be generational things,” said Williams. The 1979 aeries won him the Front
1954-1965, the
.
companion book to
JUSUl W i l l i a m s
seen simply as a
the acclaimed PBS television series of token black reporter, For Williams,
the same name. Currently, he is writing his biggest challenge was to maximize
Team orange emerged as the avoided the sweep and won the third
the authorized biography o f the late his potential, improve his writing skills,
C by Christopher Barroa__ ^
winner by winning two of foe three match 105 to 30. The winner, team
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood and to ultimately affect the paper's
Staff Writer
~J
matches. In the first match, team orange red, was presented with Grand Valley
Marshall.
bottom line.
won by a score of 105 to 55. In the sw eatshirts, w hile the runner-up
”1think it would grate on me,” said
According to Williams, a wellOn Saturday, February 19, the second round, team orange won by a received t-shirts and books on Africanspoken and driven man, his boyhood Williams. “I felt the need to prove I
M ulticultural A ssistant Program narrow score of 100 to 95. Team red American and African history.
dream wasjust that. He never seriously could do anything.”
William’s goals are simple. He sponsored the 4th annual Africanthought his dream would be realized.
“I never dreamed I would get the jokes that an immediate goal for him is American Quiz Bowl Competition.
opportunity to move beyond that kind to finish his book on Marshall and stay The quiz bowl was held in the
financially alive while he does it, but Commons.
of curiosity,” said Williams.
According to Tina Sohigian, the
It wasn't easy, though. Although he also feels strongly that his main
quiz bowl allows students to show off
their knowledge about AfricanAmerican history and African history
in a very relaxed, but yet competitive,
Thursday, February 24
setting.
10 sun. Job/C areer Interviewing Seminar, 132 Commons
“We want students to have the
opportunity to participate in an
Friday, February 25
educational program, but at the same
1 pjn. Careers for the Disabled, 106 AuSable Hall
time have fun doing it,” said Sohigian.
Unfortunately, turnout at this
Saturday, February 24
y e a r's quiz bowl was low and
10 ajn. “The Returning Adult L earner Career Workshop,” 152
competition consisted of only two
Commons
teams. The winner was determined by
a best of two out of three round format.
Monday, February 28
In order to make the competition more
jW O ^ jn ^ o u lF W j^ o m e n a d e D e d ^ lM d jo ^
interesting, all four members were
allowed to play. Team orange consisted
ofLynnetteWiHiarns, Marlow Horton,
D’ann Dixon, and Takeelia L Garrett.
A GVSU art student works on the mural in one o f the G alley B«*> *9 Erik HoIM iy
Team red consisted of Jason Denny.
toting areas in the lower level c f the K irkhcf Center. She will be
Ronald Johnson, AbdulSabr Siraj, and
replacing the w harf mural with a one c f a cityscape.
Jason Kalis.

yz

Quiz Bowl challenges Grand Valley
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The Week Ahead
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Fashion fair
hits GVSU!
Dressing foraucceaa and interviewing
skills were the focus of Fashion Fair,
which tookplaceon Feb. 20 in the Kleiner
Commons.
Irie Harris, account executive for
Fashion Fair, presented two seminars
giving the audience dps on dress, skin,
and make-up and how to put them together.
Harris evolved into doing the seminars
from having people question her on
fashion and style, and then she decided to
explain problems she had to groups.

To be happy and balanced and to
prioritize yourself is what Harris would
like to share with women.

trie Harris discussing the
importance o fdressingfor success.

Btoto by Roy Knnz

father who could never have been a
journalist at the Washington Post. They
justdidn'thire black journalists, so, in
some sense, I think of my self as gifted,
you know , blessed to have the
opportunity,” said Williams.
Williams also said that he admires
people who are really good at what
they do, such as Nelson Mandela. “It’s
amixtureof admiration and jealousy.”
“You wanna’ have that kind of
discipline and clarity o f purpose and
vision that they have. You know that
they get things done and they do it
well,” said Williams. “They have met
their times.”
Said Williams of himself, “I try to
be driven about everything.” But he
admits that what he likes most to write
about are issues concerning minorities
today.
“It’s really about the moment,”
said Williams. “Where we are at this
time.”
Although he was too young at the

time to be active in the Civil Rights
Movement, Williams feels inspired by
the bravery and strength of those who
were. One person who inspired him
was baseball player Jackie Robinson.
“He had a tremendous impact on
me, just as an individual taking all the
kinds of abuse from fans and his own
teammates,” said Williams.
Williams said that the selfless work
of Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshal, psychologist Kenneth Clark,
as well as that of the ordinary people
during that time also stir him.
“They were reallyputtingbuilding
blocks in place to try to knock down
segregation. They all had this sense of,
‘we're all on the same team’.’’
Williams said that history tells him
that “ultimately change does come,"
but he believes to affectchange, people
in some way have to sacrifice
themselves.
“We all have the potential to be
Martin Luther King. We all have the
potential to be socially active,” said
Williams.

v
Wednesday March 16,1994
from 4p.m. to 7p.m.
This open house is open to all
students faculty and staff.
For more information
please call 895-2460.

The Lanthom is looking for responsible
people for the following positions:
• EDITOR-IN-CHIEF •
• BUSINESS MANAGER •
• NEWS EDITOR •
• PHOTO EDITOR •
• ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR •
• ATMOSPHERE EDITOR •
. ADVERTISING MANAGER •
• ACCOUNT MANAGER •
. ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES •
• WRITERS •
• PHOTOGRAPHERS •
All are paid positions. If interested call
895-2460 or apply at the Lanthom office,
lower level Kirkhof Center.

Track team stresses m ental gam e

c

.by Stuart Daly
Staff Writer
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For many, the past weeks have
broughtabout an overwhelming theme
of speed.
Precious fractions ofasecond have
separated those worthy of the title of
Olympic champion from those who
ate simply participants. When dreams
are shattered in the blink of the eye or
a slip on the ice, the importance of
mental toughness is stressed.
Much of this mental toughness
involves enduringlong waiting periods,
and yet maintaining total concentration
to channel their besteffort at the precise
moment the gun sounds.
The goals were similar for the
Grand Valley track team at the Eastern
Michigan University endurance meet
last Saturday.
Grand Valley displayed their need
for speed and composure in mental
toughness in a grueling thirteen-hour

m eet
Coach Pete Rowe described the
challenge of the day as being able to
rem ain focused in the draining
environment.
The Lakers were looking for a
high level of competition to prepare
for this S aturd ay ’s GLIAC
Championship.
Grand Valley got their wish as
they were joined by fellow GLIAC
powers Hillsdale College, Saginaw
V alley State, and F erris State
Universities, as well as a cast of other
Division II and Division I schools
through out the Midwest.
The meetwas not scored by teams;
however, a number of the Lakers rose
with the level of competition and set
personal records at the m eet
Leading the way for the men’s
team was Gary Loubert who set a
school record in the 5,000 meters and
earned a fifth place overall finish.
Freshman Pete Gillespie continued to

shine running to a personal record in
the40Qm.
The men are excited about the
upcoming GLIAC meet where itwouki
be the icing on a terrific season if they
could place in the top four.
The women continue to look strong
as they got personal records from
Vickie Vansteinvoom (1500m), Kristie
Dodge (shot put),' Amy Jo Paszek
(3000m), and Wendi Wahl (800m).
Kelly Oberlin came in second place in
the high jump when she cleared 5’8”.
It appears the Lakers are peaking
at just the right time because Saturday
is when they will showcase their talents
against the rest of the conference in the
GLIAC Championship.
Rowe is im pressed with the
progress o f his team, noting, "We’re
continuing to get better, faster, and
stronger.” Understandably drained
both physically and mentally, the
Lakers will regroup this week so they
can stride with pride come Saturday.

Cagers plagued by poor defense
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by Brian RutkowsU
Sports Editor -
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The Lakers may make history this
season. It’s a distinction that doesn’t
sit well with the Lakers
For the first time ever, the Grand
Valley State men’s basketball team
may finish last in the conference, owing
to a pair of losses to Saginaw Valley
and Ferris State over the weekend.
Grand Valley’s 85-621oss to Ferris
State epitomized the season for the
Lakers. After trailing by four at
halftime, the bottom fell out.
Nate Verbeek led Grand Valley
with 19 and Scott Hunter chipped in
14.
Poor shooting and ball control sunk
the Lakers as Grand Valley shot only
16 of 27 from the free throw line and
turned the ball over 24 times.
In the middle of the second half,
the Bulldogs went on a 17-5 run to put
the Lakers away. Ty Miller’s 23 points
including 3 for 4 shooting from three
point range helped do in the Lakers.
On Saturday, defense, or lack
thereof, was the name of the game.
Lakers were left for scraps as Saginaw
Valley’s Michael Williams scored a
Fieldhouse record 49 points, thrashing
the Lakers 109-98.
With only three games left in the
season, the Lakers are 4-11 two full
games behind Northwood where the
Lakers finish the season Feb. 28
The Lakers won’tbreak their worst
record no matter what happens. That
distinction goes to the 1980-81 squad
which finished 6-21.
The Lakers will try to break out of
an eigh-game losing streak against
Lake Superior State on Thursday, the

IThe Week Ahead I
M en’s B asketball: The
Lakers host Lake Superior State
in the final home game of the year.
Tipoff is scheduled for 7:45 pjn.
Grand valley will hit the road
Saturday to face Wayne Slate m
Detroit Tipoff is at 3:00 pjn.
W om en’s BasketbalkThe
Lady Lakers dose out the home
portion of the season with Lake
SqieriorStateon Thursday at 5:45
p jn . in the fieldhouse. The Lady
Laker then face Wayne Stale at
1:00 p jn . in Detroit
T ra ck : The m en 's and
w om en's tarck teams travel to
University Center, Michigan to
com pete in the GLIAC Indoor
Championships Saturday. First
race is scheduled for 10:00 ajn.

Netters hold off Hope
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by Greg Reed
Staff Writer
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GrandValley’smen’svolleyball
club held off a comeback from host
Hope College on Feb. 18. to even
their record at 3-3.
After winning the first two
games, 15-8 and 15-3, hitting errors
caused the Lakers to drop the next
two, 7-15 and 14-15, and allowed
Hope to send the match into a fifth
game.
Coming off a home loss to
Kalamazoo College in a five game
match, the Lakers turned it around
this time and held off the Flying
Dutchmen comeback, 17-15.
Senior outside hitter Mike
Roberson led the Lakers with a
season high 20 kills.
Returning from a sprained ankle,
freshman Matt Naskrent added 11
kills. Juniors Nolan Kamer and Kelly
Delacher had 11 and
10,
respectively, and sophomore Mark
Dobberstein had 5 kills to go along
with his team leading 7 blocks.
All of those numbers added up
to a busy night for junior setter Rey
Castillo, who doled out 52 assists
while getting 4 kills of his own.

The Lakers also enjoyed strong
serving in the match, gathering 11
aces. ClubPresidentDan Apol, who
will still be out for another four to
six weeks with a stress fracture in
his knee, credited Hope’s comeback
to a Laker breakdown.
“We pretty much shut them
down in the first two,” he said. “In
the third and fourth, we had a lot of
hitting errors.”
The Lakers will travel to Ferris
State University to avenge the home
loss they suffered in the fifth game
against the visiting Bulldogs earlier
this month.
With a couple of unscheduled
matches on their schedule, the
biggest upcoming match will be at
Michigan State University in a dual
match with the women’s club on
March 22.
Scheduled right before the
Midwest Intercolligiate Volleyball
Association (MIVA) Tournament
in the end of March, Apol feels the
MSU match should be a good
indication of what the Lakers can
expect in the regional tourney.
“We’replayinggoodrightnow,
but our hitting consistency needs to
improve,” Apol said.
=
--------------------
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Devin Stephinson got the crowd pum ped up,, but it
wasn’t enough to stop the Cardinals.

Photo by Boy Kimz

It will be the final home game for
team’s final home game of the year.
The Lakers haven’t won at home seniors Devin Stephenson, and Scott
since Jan. 6 when the Lakers knocked Underhill.
off Michigan Tech.________ ______

(Expires March 23)

(Expires March 23)
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Front office should be
assainanted for killing
playoff hopes
Wanted: Assassin able to infiltrate
the front office of the Detroit Lions
and nuke everyone involved in the
non-signing of Erik Kramer.
As a devout Lions fan, I feel it’s
time to take action rather than sitaround

and watch the front office bungle away
If there was, it was long before I
another season.
was bom.
It's time Lions fans everywhere
The fact remains that Kramer lead
revolt; we want wins, notcheap owners the Lions to two division titles after
who can’t sign the personnel who FontesandCo. almost blew it by letting
produce.
Rodney Peeteput hishands on the ball.
Chicago signed Erik Kramer for
Do you know that the only
three years at $8 million dollars. Do quarterback on the Lions payroll right
you know what this tells me?
now is Chuck Long.
It tells me that the Bears are no
Chuck Long?
longer the cheapest team in the NFL.
Didn’t we banish him with Daryl
It’s the Lions.
Rogers?
It used to be that guys like Mike
This is why we need an assasin.
Singletary and Richard Dent were the W e need to fire the front office
most grossly underpaid players in the ourselves. If no assasin is av ailable
NFL, andif free agency were available then maybe we could all chip in and
in the 80s then both of them would buy the team.
Everyone in the state of Michigan
have been gone.
Now it’s the Lions’ turn to be could donate five bucks and we could
cheap, since they won a division title all vote on a number of things like
and sit on their laurels while teams coach, GM, and who we should hang
first from the previous ownership.
pound them into mush next fall.
Then wecouldgo to Chicago, kick
When will WilliamClayFordleam
that in order to be the best you have to a little Bear in his grizzly posterior and
sign the best? Erik Kramer was the get our quarterback back.
O f course we'd still need an
team’s best quarterback since the days
of.... of.... aw, heck I don’t even know assasin. I hear Shawn Eckert is out on
if there was a good quarterback in the bail. We could use him on the offensive
line while we’re at i t
Lions organization.

Lady Lakers gone but not forgotten
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.by Ben Balky.
' StaffWriter '
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The Lakers might be out of the
playoffs, but they are not going to stop
trying.
After both games of their Upper
Peninsula road trip, and their loss to
Saginaw V alley, the w om en’s
basketball team missed their chance to
put together a streak and make the four
team G reat Lakes Intercollegiate
A thletic Conference tournam ent.
Grand Valley is 11-12 overall and 69 in the GLIAC.
Despite the fact that they will miss
the playoffs, the Lakers are still playing
hard and working on a winning record.
“We could finish as good as 9-9 in
the conference,'' said coach Pat Baker
Grzyb. "There could be a three way tie
for the final playoff spot but Lake
Superior would go because they won
in head-to-head competition.”
Grand Valley defeated Ferris Stale
Monday night, 73-70. It was the first
GLIAC road win for Lakers this year.
T he game was a close one
throughout In the second half, Grand
Valley was down by as many as eight,
and led by as many as six.
The game could have went either

way at the end.
“Both teams missedalotof puppies
in the end,” said Baker Grzyb. “They
missed about IS lay-ups in the game,
some at the end that could have given
them the lead. We missed some that
could have nailed the game for us.”
The L akers w ere led by
sophomore Sarah Jasman’s 17 points
and 12 rebounds. Sophomore Tiffany
Belden scored I I . Senior Marie
Thomas scored 15 and that gives her
1,538 career points. With that many
points, Thomas is ranked thirdin career
scoring at Grand Valley. Thomas also
had nine rebounds against Ferris. She
now has892career rebounds and needs
just three more to move into third place
in Grand Valley’s career rebounding.
On Feb. 19, the Lakers lost to
Saginaw Valley 77-58. After trailing
by six at the half, 24-30, Grand Valley
let Saginaw control the second half. In
that half the Lady Cardinals outscored

the Lakers 47-34. A key factor in the
Laker loss was that they were outrebounded. Saginaw grabbed 52
boards, while GrandValleyonlypulled
down 38 (Jasman 9). Jasman lead the
Lakers with 16 points. Belden added
13.
On Feb. 24, the Lakers will host
Lake Superior State. Lake Superior is
guaranteed a playoff spot and Grand
Valley will have to combine good
defense with alotofpumpfakes. Lake
Superior has a high scoring offense
and some respectable shot blockers,
according to Baker Grzyb.
The Lakers will then travel to
Wayne State on Feb. 26. The Tartars
play tough at home and pulled off an
upset against Michigan Tech earlier in
the year.
The final game of the year will be
the make-upgame from Jan. 29. Grand
V alley w ill play Northwood in
Midland.

Spring training
special next week!

Pistons need sam e help
While we're at it, let's go after the
Pistons frontoffice also. They’reonly
ten minutes up the road.
And just as deserving.
What kindoffirstclassfool would
trade Olden PblyniceforPeteChilcutt?
Probably the same person who
would tradePolyniceandDavidWood
for Duane Cause well, who wouldhave
beenaPiston if not forafailed physical.
It wouldn’t have been so bad if the
Pistons couldhavegotan unconditional
first round draft pick.
The condition on the pick the
Pistons have is that it can’t be higher
than 20 in the next three years and
higher than 15 anytime after that.
The Kings will never pick below
15, much less 20. As a matter of fact,
I hear that Sacremento’s lottery balls
have to be replaced this year because
some of them have been dented from
eight years of tumbling around in the
drum that mixes up the balls.
The Pistons need draft pick help.
Not one, but maybe three or four, and

then they need a couple .years to
develop. Lookforthe Pistons to move
back into the Silverdome when they
can’tfill the seats to pay the mortgage
on the Palace.
The Pistons have screwed up as
many trades as the Kings did in the
'80s.
The only thing left for the Pistons
to do now to make them total losers is
to change the team logo to try to attract
some attention.
If the Pistons want to make
anything of themselves, it’s time to do
some real wheeling and dealing. It’s
time to put Joe Dumars on the market
and see what we can get for him (I hear
Derrick Doleman is available).
The Pistons need help down low
and with the emergence of Lindsey
Hunter and Allan Houston in the
backcourt, the Pistons won’t need too
many guards.
If the Pistons don’t do something
to improve down low, it may be a long
time before the Pistons are mentioned
in the same breath as the playoffs.

Spring Break is almost here.

Forever
0-3426 Lake Michigan Dr.
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This is Fred.
Fred Is going on
Spring Break.
He needed to do
some shopping.
He went to UBS.
Great choice Fredl
You too could
be cool like Fred!
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Come see for yourself...
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Hurrah for Hollywood: a movie-goers guide to the Oscars
Free movies, free popcorn! If you can guess who's going to w in before Oscar night, you'll be cashing in on cool prizes.
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b j Greg Barnes
Staff Writer '

enjoys his first nominee for his gripping
portrayal o f an AIDS victim in
P h ila d elp h ia . V eteran Anthony
H opkinsfrA SfltiH SttU M M H Lfer
hisj

Oscars. His replacement, Whoopi
Goldberg, will be the first woman in
history to host the show. What a perfect
choice! Her off-the-wall humor will
add even more excitement to an already
kinetic night
The questions everyone is
are, who’s is going to win the bi|
who’s taking home Best
Actress?; will there be anyA
Well, no one knows for
are a few definite

Z 7

IT there is one thing that all
mcrviegoen have in common, it’t an
opinion on who will receive that tiny
little naked gold man, known as Oscar,
at the Academy Awards.
Will Steven Spielberg bring home
the Best Director award, or will the
Academy continue to shun him? With
Schindler’s List, he just might have
found the film they can’t ignore.
Will Anthony Hopkins, who has
had the Midas touch of late with every
movie he does turning to gold, win for
Best Actor for the second time in three
years?
Can Emma Thompson win Best
Actress for the second year in a row?!
If she does win, will she put this one in
her bathroom as well?
Yes? No? Undecided!? You’ve
got to have an opinion, and we want to
hear i t
If you guess correctly and turn in
your entry form, .the right decisions
could be worth free movie passes and
popcorn with all the goodies, from
now until the end of the school year.
Yes, i t ’s that time again, a
celebration o f the stars, when
Hollywood’s flamboyance takes aback
seat to no one, and celebrities are
walking headlines.

o f slides! Their p e tfo r j^ c e s define
modern theatrics, inspireSnffipns,and
in some cases, send many figh^ -yearold young women running
diaries.

I t’s the Academy Awards. An
evening o f elegant hairdo’s (and
don'ts) and see-through dresses (along
with various otherfashion catastrophes,
why not be daring in front of millions
of people?) A night on which the
entertainment world acknowledges its
very best
On March 21st, the names will be
announced, the tears will be shed, and
years of hard work will come to a
climatic end!.
After four yean at the helm, Billy
Crystal is taking a break from the

A performance in any
challenging. But when a performance
is nominated for an Academy Award,
one knows these acton are at the top of
their craft Thisyear’sbestareacontrast
o f old favorites and shining
newcomers.
Oscar winner Daniel Day-Lewis
leads a strong field of Hollywood’s
best for his role in In the Name o f The
Father. Surprise nominee Laurence
Fishburne turned in a stellar
performance in the Tina Turner
biography What’s Love Got to DoW ith
It. Golden Globe winner Tom Hanks

have the most
Iques m ovie
Their art of
written word
enviable,
atedfor
he could
isathreemovieis
light and
it during

Best Picture,
Oscars. It
o f countless i
together for one
story with the
This years
action thriller Ti
piece The Rt
rebel tale In the
melancholiac kr
a haunting story
against an army
onslaught o f
Schindler’s List.

lew into
iwn as
res the
Irishman
If and his
wrongfully
legal system
..................P w l S t W f i h W m f 0 p t h e r .

B ut w hat wo'
without actors?

an d vouncuil
HoD
1
ilm th e r
rote
as Fearless. M o th er jw bm talent
W inona J t y d M 'f c / *>$> f o r h er
jmrfofukancc as
wife,
e D a n ie il^ -O m in T h e A g e
e.AnnaPaquin received a
nominanWNfor her performs
The Piano. And for tfie Erst Sine in
Oscar history, both Emma Thompson
andHolly Hunter received nominations
in this category as well as Best Actress,
Thompson for her work info the Name
o f the Father, and Hunter for her work
in The Firm.
Leonardo DiCaprio headlines a

GERSHWIN
miisit <il t n m rth

. ? Jane Campion p/rtrays the story
o fa woman whose inspiring lifp. story'
has warmed the bevtsoLaudiences in
the The P iano/,-''" ....... ..........

each of the six major categories listed
above: Best Actor, Best Actress, Best
Supporting Actor, Best Supporting
Actress, Best Director, and Best
Picture.
If you can do that, then you're off
to Studio 28 with free movie passes to
watch all your favorites in “wide screen
stereo!”
In case of a tie, I offer the ever so
popular “tie breaker!”
Simply name your choice for Best
Foreign R im and separate yourself
from the amateurs.
In the event that there is still a tie,
winners will be randomly selectedfrom
the entries with all seven correct
responses. After that, we’ll throwdarts!
First prize includes free movie
passes from now until the end of the
school year for you and a guest In
addition, two $5 dollargiftcertificates
to the concession stand will be given
out so that you can load upon popcorn
and pop at at least two o f your shows.
Second and third places will each
receive three pairs of movie passes to
Studio 28. In addition, one $5 certificate
will also be given to each winner, for
one and only one o f your three trips to
studio:.....
.
—
v :
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...... Here’S how to enter: Fill out the
entry form fear jt out, (that’s right, tear
. James lyriry ft^ h is ^vork on The it out) and drop ito ff in boxes marked
Rem ainsqffheD ay andRobert Altman “Oscar Contest” St any o f these1,
AuS able H all, the \
fotr p m r t C u ts round o ut the locations:
Commons, the Kirkihof landing, as \
ns for Best Director. w ell as K istler and R o b in s o n !
Now, here’s where you come into Dormitories. Entrie&Will be accepted j
through March 18. /
the picture (pun intended).
Do you have afavoriteflick you’d
A fter M arch'' 21st,
when;
like to see win the big one? Are Siskle Hollywood is done announcing theiy
and Ebert off the mark in your opinion? -winners, we’U announce ours in the
If so, then here’s your chance to show March 23rd isadie of the Lanthorn. /
/ w
'
/
the world your genius.
/•;: ^' ''
Simply choose your winners from

I lie hallot form tan lit- found on the hack pane nt this week's l.anlhurn. 1 ill it out and turn it in!

Best bets for
Best Picture

t o ?%

talented quintet o f supporting actors
with his Oscar worthy performance in
W hat’sEatingG ilbertGrape. Tommy
Lee Jones for The Fugitive, John
alkovich for In the Line o f F ire, and
'ieness for Schindler's List join
iwaite of In the Name o f the
also nominated for
Actor.

^ ^ _ b y J o s tm a J M Ik n itI_ _ _ ^
^

Staff Writer

------

So what are this year's potential
legends?
Well, the Oscars just wouldn’t be
the Oscars without an Anthony
Hopkins film being nominated. His
film The Remains o f the Day is the first
of five films nominated forbestpicture
of the year.
The second nomination is the
highly artistic, highly symbolic film
The Piano. After seeing this movie, 1
left the theatre with acold feeling deep
within the depths of my being from the
sense of artistic intensity lhalThe Piano
conveyed.
The third nominee. The Fugitive, is
sort of an odd ball. It isn’t too often
that you see a non-dramatic suspenseful
movie such as this nominated for best
picture.

LIVE ALTERNATIVE
EVERY WED. & THURS.
$ 1 .7 5 24 oz. d rafts

Fourth is the Daniel D ay-L ew is/ d ir a ^ ) |itc o u ] d efirily defeat either
picture In the N am e o f the F ather. Schindler’s liite * T h e P e m a m s o f the
Although recently released, th is ln ie || Daty.1| £
.
/
story of injustice had to bereefrgnized ^C - A sfartheP ia^dandThe Fugitive,
as soon as possible for thesfaeer power well, although tfpey're both excellent
o f the story and tfr* jpowetfuL films, it’dhlnreto be called an upset if
performance of its actors.
|jUM| o f theqr were to beat the other
And last, but very c e d a y v n e tth e ‘ throe. . '

don’treread. Thisisnotajoke, Steven
Spielberg has indeed finally bwrr
nominated for an Oscar.
Now,, how will they all Stack up
against each Other?
, ..
Firsj let' me bring up the name
AnthonyHpplrinswKeagaip,Possibly,
the greatest actor of our time, be hasalready w on' an O scar fo r h j |
performance, at tm - S ik n c e o f the
Lambs and now is again nominated for
his performance in The Remains o f tfie
Day} Could he have the touch for
turning garden variety films into Oscar
winning ones?
Efiitthenfactoredintothejudgraent
process is^tCVOn SpkRsptg, I t h y ; it
may be his turn. H e’a waited long

Anthopy Hopkins is magical. After
^ seeing this film, I had truly been moved
in away that I hadn ’t been by any of the
others. And as for Mr. Spielberg and
.■Schindler's List, he can always fall
* back on the best director category if
ray prophecy comes true and The
Remains o f the Day takes the gold,
, And although it’s down by twenty
points in the fourth quarter. I’d like to
See The Fugitive win it all. That would
>et a precedent for future award
nom inations. D ramatic movies
w o u ld n 't be the only movies
recognized for their worth.
If you’re placing bets, you’ve seen
the odds. But no matter which one

\ wins, they ’ll all be legends in my mind,
enough forp) Ofear,
h& WOtk
7hat.should be all the directors, actors
Schindler'si
Schindler's'___
L td_ defuntelv
deserves w
'':'A
scriDt writers could
, deserve*
A actresses, and script
one. \ :5 l f l | l
' '
' '
frbpe for: to leave an impression upon
Then the
'
their viewers. And if they
Name o f the Father. /
into pick up a statue named Oscar
excellent film y S ^ 'A ^ r e c f i o h of ” along the w^y, hey, there ‘s room on
Jim Sheridan..(nominaied..fot..besL....the.mantle. -v
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: by Shannon MacKenzie
Staff Writer

On February 20, at 3 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theater, a select
group of musicians got together for
The Third Annual High SchoolHonors
Band. The first time these young people
met w asfiiday. Over the weekend,
with only 16 hours o f rehearsal time,
they p u t on quite an exquisite
performance.
This group performed five pieces.
The first piece, The Dragons o f Villars
“Overture," was a contrasting piece
due to the d ifferen t sty les the

instrum ents used.
The brass
instruments had a spooky, almost scary,
sound, while the winds were teasing
and taunting.
The second selection, “Salvation
is Created,” was a kind of Russian
sonnet. It featured all o f the sections,
either as solos or ensembles. This
piece was deeply motivating, due to
the sweetness mixed with the power
that the different instruments created.
“Prelude, Sicilano, and Rondo,”
the third piece, consisted of three
movements. HiePreludehadacalming
effect as it was slow, quiet, arid sad. In
the Sicilano, the trumpet solo had an

* FULL SERVICE MUSIC STORE
* LOWEST PRICES IN MUSIC
* 2 4 HOUR SPECIAL ORDER
SERVICE - N O CHARGE
FULL SERVICE COFFEE HOUSE

excellent tone and fantastic dynamic
changes, In all the seriousness behind
the trumpet, it seemed to be saying,
“Death to all who defy Nature.”Jlondo
was frolicsome, playful, and exciting.
“Apollo” was the fourth piece. This
was an aletorical piece,which means
that the notes arechosen by the students
in random order using w ritten
directions. The flutesolo was pretty in
a spooky way,
.T h e final arrangem ent was
“Bamum and Bailey’s Favorite”. This
was a fast and exciting march.
The Symphonic Wind Ensemble
also played. They selected pieces all
written by American composers.
McIIhagga explained that “In
April, there will be a televised AllAmerican concert that we will be
playing in.”
The first selection was “American
Overture for Band.” It was exciting.
T h e
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The Symphony Concert B and opened the performance
Sunday afternoon in Louis Armstrong Theatre.

fast, and had great brass riffs.
“Suite of Old American Dances:
Part 1” was the next selection. This
piece was mellow, yet happy and lively
at the same timet.
“Americans We" was the final
number and very exciting. At one
second, it was sweet and pretty, and
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the next, loud and boisterous. The
trills were also neat and clean. When
the trombones took over the melody,
the effect was incredible.
If you missed this concert, you
should definitely consider coming to
future musical performances.
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Jobs & Money

E a rn $ 5 0 0 o r m o re w ee k ly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, D ept. R38, PO Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727
CRU ISE SHIP JOBS! Students
needed! Earn $2000+ m onthly.
S u m m e r/h o lid a y s /fu ll-tim e .
W orld travel. Caribbean, H aw aii,
Europe, M exico. T ourguides, gift
shop sales, deck hands,casino
w orkers, etc. No experience. Call
602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
C hem istry, full-tim e undergrad
research positions. Sum m er '94
at H ope C ollege, H o llan d MI
49423, To apply, w rite or call Dr.
M. S ilv e r . (6 1 6 ) 3 9 4 -7 6 3 0 .
D eadline M arch 9.

H om e Support A ides: Part-tim e
p o sitio n s h e lp in g fa m ilie s to
im p lem en t b eh av io r treatm en t
p la n s
fo r
c h ild r e n
w ith
d e v e lo p m e n ta l d is a b ili tie s .
H ours are flexible: after school
and/or w eekends. You m ust be
dependable, have a valid driver's
license, and own personal vehicle.
R elevant training and experience
w ith b e h a v io r m a n a g e m e n t
techniques is preferred. Training
and supervision provided. For
m ore inform ation, call Louise at
ALLEN H EALTH CARE at 9567844 or 1-800-948-0727,
S u m m er C am p P o sitio n s: Make
a difference in the life o f a child!
S u m m er th e ra p y ca m p for
handicapped children. Located on SW, 2 bedroom upper apt. Stove,
shore o f L ake S uperior near Big fridge, gas, w ater. C all for price.
Bay, M i. Positions available for No pets, 2 responsible parties.
counselors, w aterfront, in stru c 4 5 3 -5 9 6 4 .____________________
to rs fo r n a tu re /a rts & c ra fts / E xtra-nice 1 b.r. in 19th C. 2recreation, nurses, therapist, food
fam ily. In clu d es p arlo r, f.d .r,
serv ice and au xilary. M ust be
p a n try , m o re. C o n v e n ie n t to
enthusiastic, responsible and love
GVSU dow ntow n GR cam pus.
children. June 19-Aug. 14. Salary,
$ 5 2 0 /m o , le a s e , re f e r e n c e s ;
room &. board and experience of
in c lu d e s
w a te r ,
e le c tr ic ,
am enities. If you appreciate a
lifetim e provided. Call or write
w ell-kept older home and on-site
for application and inform ation:
Bay C liff H ealth Cam p, 310 W est ow ner/occupant call 459-3625.
W ashington, St 300, M arquette, U pstairs apt. - Eastown area. 2bed. O ffstreet parking. $400/mo.
MI 49855. 906-228-5770.
includes everything except phone.
Summer Employment Opportunities
Spend the summer in the beautiful Gene: 241-3535 days: 897-0000
C atskill M ountains o f New York. evenings.
A c h ie v e a c h a lle n g in g a n d
rew arding experience w orking in
a residential cam p for adults with
DP Step 1000 Fold-up step m ach
p h y s ic a l an d d e v e lo p m e n ta l
ine. 3 mo. old. $50 OBO. Lori,
disabilities. Positions available:
669-8345
after 6pm.___________
C o u n s e lo rs , C a b in L e a d e rs ,
Pioneer
3
way
150 watt speakers.
Program Leaders. All students
16in.
w
oofers-3in.
tw eeters-floor
are encouraged to apply. Season
sta
n
d
in
g
-m
eg
a
b
ass-v
ery new
d a te s Ju n e 6 -A u g . 2 4 . G ood
only
$225/pair.
Jon
895-9115.
salary, room and board, and some
Word Processor-Sm ith Corona.
tra v e l a llo w a n c e . F o r m ore
C
o n v e rts
to
D O S; G ood
inform ation, call 914-434-2220
condition-$150.
892-5406,
Julie.
or write to Camp Jened, PO Box
$6500
g
re
a
t
s
ta
r
te
r
hom
e.
3BR
483, Rock H ill, NY 12775.
m
o
b
ile
ho
m
e
in
P
re
s
id
e
n
tia l
H u n g ry H o w ie1* JP iz z a : N ow
E
states-H
udsonville.
Newly
d e
hiring drivers. Must have own car
corated
bath
&
nursery,
new
gas
and be able to work w eekends.
stove. O w ner w ill finance at 7%
Apply in person at 314 Baldwin
fo
r r ig h t b u y e r. Im m e d iate
in Jenison or call 457-3333.
occupancy. 772-0921.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
BY OW NER: Rem odeled 1 1/2
AND FACULTY
story farm house on spacious 1.3
'A O K ! ) i ’K O C ! s S I N T ,
acre lot. 3, possibly 4 bedroom s,
M KV’K 'I .
large m aster bedroom, light oak
•term p a p ers, rep orts, th eses,
kitchen with seperate dinnette, 1
3 /4 b a th s , p a r tia lly fin ish e d
a ssig n m en ts, etc.
basem
ent, new 2 1/2 stall garage
•la se r printing
•fr e e d eliv ery to certain areas
and b a rn .
P o s s ib le re n ta l
•ru sh serv ice av a ila b le
property. G reat area, must sell.
Price reduced-$73,900:669-8784.
C all 2 4 5 -2 1 8 6 , lea v e m essage

Housing

pin SITES

Photo by Joe E ud

For Sale

Graph Calculator T I-8 1; U sed one
sern., like new . 892-5406, Julie.

Travel
S p rin g B rea k B a ck p a ck in g - in
B ig B end N atio n al P ark, TX.
L ife's a M ountain, not a beach. If
that's your philosophy w e've got
an adventure for you. From the
panoram a o f 9000 ft Mt. Emory
to desert solitude on the Dodson
T rail, y o u 'll experience m ore sun
than F lorida: D on't follow the
c ro w d .
C a ll us: C h r is tia n
A dventures, 751-5990.________
SPRIN G BREAK 94: C ancun,
B aham as, Jam aica, F lo rid a &
Padre! 110% low est price guaran
tee! O rganize 15 friends and your
trip is FREE! Take A Break
S tudent T ravel, (800)328-7283.
SPRIN G BREAK '94 PARTY!
Panam a C ity B each, Florida from
$ 1 2 9 . F R E E P A R T IE S /F R E E
BEVERAGES. Take the trip that
p a rtie s. C a ll Jen n y at T ravel
A ssociates 1-800-558-3002

Misc.
M iracles can happen when you
sing HU, a love song to God. For
a re c o re d e d m essag e on th is
e x e r c is e
of
ECKANKAR,
R eligion o f the Light and Sound
of God, 616-456-5899._________
Typist: W ork o ut of home. State
of art equipm ent. Pat 531-0914.
U n d ecid ed ab o u t your m ajo r/
minor? The Seidman School of
Business invites you to attend a
one hour inform ational session
designed to help you decisions
ab o u t y o u r o p p o rtu n itie s and
answer any questions you may
have. Please jo in us; Thursday,
February 2 4 ,10:30a.m., 196 ASH.
C O M IN G SO O N ... Alpha Kappa
A lp h a 's M r . P in k P a n t h e r
P ag aen t showcasing talents of the
African-A m erican male. 3-19-94,
7p.m. Kirkhof. F or more info call
L ori 895-79.19/Felicia 895-5578.

t f

c a f e n u i t
Quoted, V a lley i mm
coffee Maude

\

Join us on Sundays from
7-11 pm and W ednesdays
from 6-11 pm in
dow nstairs Kirkhof.
If you are interested in
performing musically,
artistically or in some other
way. call SOVC (895-2363)
for more info. And as
always,

The Week Ahead

Best Picture
□ The Fugitive
Q In the Name o f the Father

Q n£m m si

Feb. 24 12 boob : Lunchbreak. Fortepunist Maria Rose. Free.
Cook-DeWitt Center.
Feb. 24 NRG presents M urder Mysteries. 100% audience
participation show, win cash prizes, t-shirts, squirt guns. 9 p.m., lower
level o f the Kirkhof Center.
Feb. 24 Cinema tech presents Matador. Sex and Death run rampant
in Spain in this dark comedy from the director of Woman on the Edge o f
Nervous Breakdown, and Tie M e Up, TieM eDown. 7 p.m. Mainsail KC.
Free,
Feb. 25 & 27 B lu t Velvet will be showing as part of the Cinematech
film series. This is David Lynch’s critically acclaimed film about a
murder in a small town. 7 pjn. Mainsail KC. Free.
Feb. 27 Choral Concert conducted by Ellen Pool. 3 p.m. in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre of the Calder Fine Arts Center. Free.
Feb. 27 - M arch 2 It’s K id’s Week at Cafe Nuit. Go gulp some
coffee and soak up the atmosphere. Sunday 7-11 p.m., Wednesday 6-11
pm ., Downstairs KC.

G
G
G

The Piano
The Remains o f the Day
Schindler's List

Best Actor

G Daniel Day-Lewis, In the Name
o f the Father
G Laurence Fishburne, W hat's
Love G ot to do W ith 1(1
G Tom Hanks, Philadelphia
G Anthony Hopkins, The Remains
o f the Day
G Liam Neeson, Schindler’s List

Best Actress
I ] Angela Bassett, What's Love Got
to D o W ith lt
d Stockard Charming, Six Degrees
o f Separation

Best Director

G Holly Hunter, The Piano

G
G

Emma Thompson, The Remains
o f the Day
Debra Winger, Shadowlands

Best Supporting Actor
□

Leonardo DiCaprio, What's Eating
G ilbert Grape
G Ralph Fiennes, Schindler's List
G Tommy Lee Jones, The Fugitive
G John Malkovich, In the Line o f
F ire /
G Pete Postlethwaite, In the Name
o f the Father

Best Supporting Actress

G Holly Hunter, The Firm

G
G

Anna Paquin, The Piano

Rosie Perez, Fearless
G Winona Ryder, The Age o f
Innocence
G Emma Thompson, //! the Name
o f the Father

G Jim Sheridan, In the Name o f the
Father

G Jane Campion, The Piano
G James Ivory, The Remains o f
the Day
G Steven Spielberg, Schindler'sList

G Robert Altman, Short Cuts

Tk Breaker . _ _________
Best Foreign Film

G B elle Epoque, Spain

G

Farewell M y Concubine, Hong
Kong
Q Hedd Wyn, United Kingdom
Q The Scent o f Green Papaya,
Vietnam
G The Wedding Banquet, Taiwan

Grand Valley Apartments
10330 42nd ave • N ext to the W ater Tower!
Choosing the right apartment for yourself and your friends can
be a pretty tough decision. You want to find a place close
enough to campus so you don’t have to get up two hours before
your 9:00 a.m. class, yet far enough away from all the noise so
you can study for the three exams you have next week.

AVOID:
You want a place that is affordable, and yet is still one-hundred
times nicer than all of your friend’s apartments. (Sorry no
apartments with cool green stoves and refrigerators available)

1) Added financial transportation costs
2) Added inconvenience
3) Added driving time and wear and tear on your car
4) Don't get forced to stay on campus because
your classes are two hours apart

You want big rooms, nice carpeting, 24-hr. management (when
you lock yourself out on Friday afternoon and all your
roommates went home for the weekend.)

You w ant quality at a reasonable price.
Furnished apartm ents still
available, for best selection
reserve your apartm ent now.
Live next door at
Grand Valley Apartments.

A P A R T ME N T S

M anaged by
Hefferan Property
M anagem ent, Inc.

Besides you’ve got more important stuff to be doing, like proof
reading that paper you just finished for spelling mistakes.

NOW RENTING FOR THE FALL & SUMMER
PHONE: 243-7511 or
895-5875

Grand Valley Apartments
10330 42nd ave • Next to the Water Tower!
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